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ABSTRACT
This thesis elucidates artistic research on the programmed
world and its brutal machines. It describes a practice that
hones a deviant worldview while confronting ubiquity.
Applying web scraping as an investigative tool and a filmmaking methodology, I work with archives of traffic images.
The pictures, portraying the smart city through its scattered,
self-surveilling eyes, offer a cinematic mirror of reality.
I select, annotate, and edit sequences to expose agents of
administrative violence. Rejecting a vision of progress that
rests on exploitation, I aim to destabilize readings of surveillance and policing as beacons of safety. My work proposes
models for seeing and knowing from below.
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KEYWORDS
Lens A lens, for a camera or for a light source, establishes or
suggests a perspective. In an artist’s statement for my MFA
application, I wrote: “I want to make sculptures you can see
through, like lenses.” My fascination with lenses has found
various forms in my work, and remains a staple of my practice.
Adapter I use the term adapter in reference to creations or
modifications that function to unite disparate, initially incompatible components (ex: tube as lens, can as lens holder).
Retrofit A kind of adapter, specifically for antique or found
items with some age
Administrative Violence I borrow this concept from Dean
Spade’s Normal Life: Critical Trans Politics and the Limits of Law.
I find it useful in addressing the slow violence administered by
government agencies such as the criminal legal system.
Surveillance What I call surveillance is by no means limited
to cameras and images. Surveillance has always had racist,
exploitative applications, and this is not new, but it spawns in
new forms as technologies develop.
CCTV The acronym stands for “closed circuit television,”
and I use it in reference to a continuous feed of images
rather than an organized archive.
Beacon My essay and series “False Beacons” address a misplaced sense of emergency, and aim to unravel the symbolic
correlation between light and safety.

PREFACE
A year ago, conceptualizing Seeker, a reader for Critical Theory
and Artistic Research, I imagined that book as a way to “turn
in” my archive of web-scraped traffic and telescope images.
In an early draft of an artist statement, I wrote “I turn myself
in.” I couldn’t explain it then, but the idea stuck around. The
undertaking, both nebulous and visceral, took much longer,
and it is realized more fully in this book.
Thesis writing was a journey of self-reflection and a battle
with words against society’s demons. The festering issues of
surveillance and carceral capitalism persist in real time.
I was never under the delusion that I could solve these issues
alone, but addressing and exposing them gives purpose to
my work. Part confessional, part exposé of systems, this book
tells the story of my research and practice.
I turn myself in as an artist, thinker, hacker, and researcher.
When the show is over and the book is bound, I am sure that
my heart is in this work.

INTRODUCTION
In her speech The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s
House, Audre Lorde states that survival is not an academic skill,
but a process of learning.

who are already disenfranchised. To make matters worse,
we now have future tense policing and automated sentencing
algorithms.

“It is learning how to stand alone, unpopular and sometimes
reviled, and how to make common cause with those others
identified as outside the structures, in order to define and seek
a world in which we can all flourish.” (Lorde 112)

Paraphrasing the argument in James C. Scott’s Seeing Like a
State, Jack Halberstam describes the issue at stake: “certain
ways of seeing the world are established as normal or natural,
as obvious and necessary, even though they are often entirely
counterintuitive and socially engineered” (Halberstam 9).
I try to see unlike a state.

Lorde describes a mode of survival I now recognize as the mission of my artistic research and practice. Uninvited, sometimes
reviled, I take it upon myself as an artist to investigate ubiquity.
Confronting systems of surveillance, law enforcement, criminal
justice, and automation, I recognize each as utilities within
the master’s kit. Application of these tools is premised on
a logic of domination, which I oppose, and faith in a center,
which I don’t trust.
The master’s tools administer violent decisions. As public and
private investments drive the refinement of these tools, they
change shape. The scope of surveillance is not limited to cameras and images. It is also deployed in location tracking, and
mining of social media posts for certain keywords deemed
suspicious. The tools are routinely deployed against those

I have no interest in optimizing broken systems. Instead, I
want to show that the master’s house rests precariously on an
unsound moral foundation. I reverse-engineer and seek out
alternative routes to knowledge through leaks in a capitalist
superstructure. The artworks are expressions of deviance
and discursive objects at best. By confronting real issues
in my practice, I hope to amplify the ideas of writers and
activists whose work inspires me, to find others and make
common cause. The common cause is to expose treachery and
violence inherent to the master’s tools, and to imagine
a house that has no use for them.
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To those who have suggested (subtly or not) that I could not survive
as an artist, I didn’t believe you. Resistance has always been the
reason for my artistic practice. My practice hasn’t paid my bills,
but I dedicate my time to it off the clock. It adapts to changing
circumstances, weathers the dulling force of professionalism,
invites failure, and possesses me.

MAKE
A LIVING

A job offer was my ticket to New York in 2017.
An art fabrication studio had hired me as a
project manager. I spent forty hours per week,
for the next two years, at my desk in a dusty
office, with a window looking out over the
studio level below.
We never invited clients to the studio, a derelict Bushwick warehouse, which my boss
described as a “post-Warholian art factory”
in an interview with Interior Design magazine.¹
The CEO and founder of the company appear
ed in the studio no more than four times in
my entire period of employment there. I was
nonetheless obligated to speak with her at
least once a day. Mostly, she was posted in
her luxury apartment, a glass palace on Park
Avenue, yelling commands through speakerphone, or relaying information secondhand
through an assistant.
I tried daydreaming on the job, but people
needed me to answer the phone that was
always ringing. A call from a client, framer, or
wallcovering installer, would pull me instantly
out of my reverie.

1. https://www.interiordesign.net/projects/15314-rottet-studioreinvents-viacom-in-los-angeles/

My lunch break was sacred, a brief respite
while I was out of reach. At first it was thirty
minutes, unpaid. Only a year later did
my boss grant me a salaried position with a
paid lunch hour. I got a latte, walked, smoked,
tried to think about something besides planning the next task upon return to my desk.
I wondered about the others out strolling on
Bogart Street at this hour. Who were these
effortless people, and what was their business
here? Maybe they were artists. Well aware
that the clock was ticking and I had to return
to my desk, I envied them.

My boss trained me to “chase the money.”
I was horrified to zoom out and see myself
doing this. I was performing—even performing well. I called couriers to expedite
the delivery of checks. I instructed vendors,
sourced freelancers, and trained five project
managers. I dressed up and laughed at my
clients’ jokes. My coworkers and I always
found reasons to laugh as we played the
game, but it exhausted me.

sitevisit_W53rd_2.JPG

lunchbreak.PNG
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The boss wanted to channel my skills towards multiple projects in Hudson Yards, a
newly defined zone on the map of Manhattan.
I arrived with a tape measure hooked to
the waistband of my floor-length skirt.
I wrapped both arms around my purse as
wind rustled the oversize floor plans I’d been
entrusted with carrying.
We waited for the client to meet us outside the subway station. I watched in mild
amusement as a group of construction
workers, apparently on strike, stood with a
huge balloon of a pig in a suit. Pete Seeger’s
“Which Side Are You On?” played in my head.
I couldn’t quite identify with these union
guys I encountered on construction sites in
Manhattan. The accumulated effects of catcalling, hostile gazes, and dirty jokes made
me feel unwelcome from their good graces of
solidarity, but I knew the tyranny they were
fighting against.
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Security guards ushered us in one at a time
through a turnstile at the service entrance.
We then checked in and received visitor
badges. I found myself inside the skeleton of
a skyscraper, wearing a hard hat and measuring corridors destined to become feature
walls. I had to hide my repulsion, but I wrote
down some impressions during the site visit.

I had spent over a year proving my competency playing the game. Our game was
to beautify corporate interiors. My success
in the role of project manager, made legible through signed proposals and cashed
checks—and illustrated by installation shots
of colorful facades mounted over blank slates
of drywall—was a pyrrhic victory. The point
was to make a living, but I didn’t aspire to
ascend the ranks.

The Hubris of Hudson Yards...
She, too, can build an empire.

rants.JPG
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From December 2017 through March 2018,
a certain project absorbed the company’s
attention and energy. Our boss wanted the
corridors to be epic, and it was her grand
vision to fill them with Greek mythology
themed artwork. I kept quiet and distanced
myself from company drama, since my mind
was on MFA applications. I was assigned the
Trojan Horse wall, and approached the tasks
of quoting its production costs and sourcing its components in as straightforward a
manner as I could. I was now on auto pilot,
following orders and attempting to mitigate
disasters. I had given up on trying to influence the art direction of my projects. I reserved energy for my art, which I’d return to
after 5pm.
Meanwhile, I would answer the phone.
“Who in graphics is working on Sisyphus?”
She sounded disturbed.
“Mattias was working on Sisyphus earlier.
He says he sent you the file.”
“Let me speak with him.”

sitevisit_W53rd_penthouse.JPG

Sorry for Mattias, I transferred the call.
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SURVEILLANCE
VS. TRUTH

feedback_loops.JPG
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I quoted Dziga Vertov in the wall statement
for my undergraduate thesis show, and again
in the artist’s statement I used for MFA applications. His Kino-Eye writings envision
cinema as a revolutionary force, capable of
uniting the worldwide proletariat through a
visual bond. Vertov’s zeal for truth carries a
series of manifestos. He regards truth as an
objective that’s attainable through the camera.
The point, he elaborates, is “to show people
without masks, without makeup, to catch
them through the eye of the camera in a moment when they are not acting, to read their
thoughts, laid bare by the camera” (Vertov 41).
Surveillance was probably not on Vertov’s
radar as he theorized Kino-Eye, but his ideas
provided a unique frame for thinking about
the CCTV infrastructure that surrounded me
in New York.

17_Surveillance vs. Truth
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The camera’s mere presence announces
that you are being watched. Often, the eye
is enclosed in a dome, which conceals the
direction of its gaze. The eye’s unknowable
focus signals all the horrifying possibilities
of your face captured and stored on a system
inaccessible to you. My landlord in Queens
had cameras installed on each level of the
three-story building where I lived for a year.
The upstairs climb from the building entrance
to my unit involved exposure to four different
surveillance cameras.

Queens_Court_Elevator.JPG

I fantasized about this multi-camera DVR
system and its archive. What did it reveal
about my many faces, about my best friends,
and the strangers I brought home? Every day,
it watched my steps of departure and arrival.
If I could cut and combine those clips, I’d play
them on a loop without start or end. I imagined that these cameras pictured me in the
role of Sisyphus.
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I wanted to hack the networked DVR to
reclaim what the cameras took, and kept
hidden, from me. Although I certainly tried,
I couldn’t crack the password. I’ll never possess those images of myself. This was truly
an ambiguous loss—a speculative film I did
not direct, but surely acted in. I formed an
enduring visual bond between the stairwell
on Himrod Street and Vertov’s Kino-Eye.
This represented brutal self-awareness, but
also estrangement.

himrod_elevation_traced_cleaner_inverted.tif
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Non-acted cinema (taking real life as the
film subject) is still interesting to me, but I
know better than to equate the camera with
truth. I’m interested in CCTV as a cinematic
mirror of civic reality, or the B-roll archive of
our lives, but this archive is neither neutral
nor objective. Although the bulk of its images appear rough, blurry, or underexposed,
still they are weaponized and presented as
evidence. The pictures, which capture and
represent faces without voices, are accepted
as proxies for real events, and carry authority
in a courtroom.

hudsonyards.jpg

The B-roll is scattered across space and time,
composed of fragments available to different
owners. It is the master’s dream to establish
a center from a sum of these parts.
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WEB
SCRAPING

downloadtimes.tif

Who governs the pipelines of information?
They leak, and this leakage becomes my point of entry.

The flow of information online is essentially
anarchic. Depending on your stance, what
the data represents, and its truthfulness,
this can be a blessing or a curse. Researchers have argued that the dangers of misinformation warrant a much larger scale
content moderation, but tech companies
like Facebook and Twitter are unwilling to
cover this expense.
Crawlers support the back end of search
engines. They are at the core of an ongoing operation that is mapping the internet,
through an automated exploration that traces links and charts the connections between
distinct points of the online universe. A web
crawler tends toward immensity in scope—
taking on the World Wide Web.
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The practice of scraping more directly targets
an individual web page. Scraping extracts the
contents from a page, copying data to archive
that page at a given point in time. Through this
automated process, I can track live feeds and
translate them into a personal archive, consisting of folders and over a hundred thousand
image files from networked cameras.

8.22.19 describe process.pdf
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My first subjects were traffic cameras on
the Brooklyn Bridge. I had collected images
from these cameras through other means
before I found Python. However, the process
of manually right clicking to download, then
refreshing the page in my browser, was limiting. I followed along with Python tutorials
and found that the schedule and requests
libraries could be used for automated downloads. On the first run of sample code for this
task, it worked in downloading the file from a
URL, but each download would overwrite the
one before it. Adding a unique name for each
download became necessary, so I revised the
script to rename each file according to the
time. Then the images came pouring in, each
one stamped with a moment.
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Gathering material from others’ networked
camera feeds allows me to decentralize the
image capture in my filmmaking methodology. At first, I wasn’t sure what stories to tell
with this methodology. I officially left my 9-to5 in May 2019. Soon afterwards, I boarded a
bus that would take me upstate to Woodstock.
I spent the next month at an artist residency,
dedicating my days to uncovering a story
from aggregated traffic images.
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Stitch.py
•
•
•
•
•

need to use code editor to modify the script for each use (set folder with all your images)
prints # of images and name of each file
will generate video as .avi file — we’ll convert afterwards with ffmpeg
you can find the resulting video in the same folder along with the original images
this script doesn’t overwrite images

masking with matplotlib
coord_info.py

First you need a folder with the images, all the same size and ordered how you like them
• Use os module to reorder if desired (datetime if you want to order by time created)
Set directory with your image files (.jpg or .png work)
Set frame rate
troubleshooting: a file called .DS_Store may prevent the script from working. You can get around it by
going to the folder in terminal “cd…. /imagefolder” and typing the command “rm .DS_Store”

A.jpg:
top left @ (280, 20)
bottom right @ (395, 110)
B.jpg:
top left @ (260, 30)
bottom right @ (400, 140)
C.jpg:
top left @ (325, 90)
bottom right @ (435, 180)

in my experience this process usually takes 30 seconds to a minute.

explaining scripts.pdf

when the script is done
generating the video,
you’ll see a new line in
the terminal window:

explaining scripts_2.pdf

# stitch.py

1
2
3

import os
import cv2
from PIL import Image

4
5

# Checking the current directory path
print(os.getcwd())

6
7
8
9

# Folder which contains all the images
# from which video is to be generated
os.chdir(“/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/later”)
path = “/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/later”

10
11
12

num_of_images = len(os.listdir(‘/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/
831/crane/later’))
print(num_of_images)

13
14
15
16

for file in os.listdir(‘/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/
later’):
im = Image.open(os.path.join(path, file))
# im.show() # uncomment this for displaying the image

17
18
19
20
21

# Video Generating function
def generate_video():
image_folder = ‘/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/
later’ # make sure to use your folder
video_name = ‘12_6_831_later_5fps.avi’
os.chdir(“/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/later”)

22
23
24
25

images = [img for img in os.listdir(image_folder)
		if img.endswith(“.jpg”) or
			img.endswith(“.jpeg”) or
			img.endswith(“png”)]

26
27
28

# Array images should only consider
# the image files ignoring others if any
print(images)

29

frame = cv2.imread(os.path.join(image_folder, images[0]))

30
31
32

# setting the frame width, height width
# the width, height of first image
height, width, layers = frame.shape

33
34

# changed fps to 5
video = cv2.VideoWriter(video_name, 0, 5, (width, height))

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

# Appending the images to the video one by one
for image in images:
		video.write(cv2.imread(os.path.join(image_folder, image)))
# Deallocating memories taken for window creation
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
video.release() # releasing the video generated
# Calling the generate_video function
generate_video()

# timestamp.py

# coord_info.py

1
2
3

import os
import numpy as np
import cv2

1
2

# use this script to display an original image in Python GUI
# select coordinates for a mask, to be applied to a single image
(using mask.py) or to a folder of images (using mask_all.py)

4
5

# folder which contains all the images
os.chdir(“/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_4/544_spot”)

3

# print current directory
print(os.getcwd())

4

6
7

# note: imshow function does not always work in Jupyter notebooks
and Colaboratory
# works best when run from command line or IDE

8
9

num_of_images = len(os.listdir())
print(num_of_images)

5
6
7

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import cv2
import numpy as np

10
11
12
13
14

8
9

# set path to image file
path = r’/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/masking/A.jpg’

10
11
12

# load image and get shape values (h, w, num. channels)
picture = cv2.imread(path)
print(picture.shape)

13
14
15

# display rgb image with plot lines
plt.imshow(cv2.cvtColor(picture, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB))
plt.show()

19
20

for f in os.listdir():
file_name, file_ext = os.path.splitext(f)
print(os.path.splitext(f)) # uncomment to test
f_cam, f_time = file_name.split(‘x’)
print(f_time) # isolates time from camera number # uncomment
to test
image = cv2.imread(f, 1)
new = cv2.line(image, (0,0), (720,0), (105,105,105), 80)
font = cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN
new = cv2.putText(image, f_time, (30,30), font, 2,
(255,255,255))
cv2.imwrite(f,new)
# add something so it escapes the for loop when complete

21
22

cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()

15
16
17
18

# mask.py

1
2
3

# mask.py uses cv2 bitwise_and with two images:
# 1. the original, 2. the mask, with your choice of coordinates
# to create a new image with a rectangular mask

4
5

# Note that mask.py displays but doesn’t save the result.
# I typically use this script to check before applying a mask to
entire folders of images.

6
7
8

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import cv2
import numpy as np

9
10
11

# Load the original image
picture = cv2.imread(“H.jpg”)
print(picture.shape)

12
13

# Create the basic black image: same shape
mask = np.zeros(shape = picture.shape, dtype = “uint8”)

14
15
16
17
18

# Draw a white, filled rectangle on the mask image
# pt1: upper left corner (x,y)
# pt2: lower right corner (x,y)
cv2.rectangle(img = mask, pt1 = (250,75), pt2 = (365,160),
color = (255, 255, 255), thickness = -1)

19
20

# Apply the mask and display the result
maskedImg = cv2.bitwise_and(src1 = picture, src2 = mask)

21
22

# Display masked image
cv2.imshow(“maskedImg”, mat=maskedImg)

23
24

cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()

# mask_all.py

1
2
3
4

from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import os
import numpy as np
import cv2

5
6
7

# folder which contains all the images
image_folder = ‘/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/later’
os.chdir(“/Users/msurges/Desktop/sky/12_6/831/crane/later”)

8
9
10
11

images = [img for img in os.listdir(image_folder)
if img.endswith(“.jpg”) or
		img.endswith(“.jpeg”) or
		img.endswith(“png”)]

12
13
14

num_of_images = len(os.listdir())
print(num_of_images)
print(images)

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

for f in images:
if f.endswith(“.jpg”):
		
img = cv2.imread(f, 1)
		# print(img.shape)
		# print(img.dtype)
		
mask = np.zeros(shape = img.shape, dtype = “uint8”)
		
cv2.rectangle(img = mask, pt1 = (330,0), pt2 = (575,165),
		
color = (255, 255, 255), thickness = -1)
		
maskedImg = cv2.bitwise_and(src1 = img, src2 = mask)
		
new = maskedImg
		cv2.imwrite(f,new)
		
#add a line to escape the for loop when it reaches the
		
end of the list

22
23
24
25
27
28

cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAll ows()
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TRAFFIC
CAMERAS

I enter a continuous feed at confused intervals.
I catch events underway.

Within the first few days of my residency, I
noticed that some traffic cameras shift view.
These movements were jarring when reviewed in video form. Pivoting horizontally or
zooming in on a target, the cameras unfolded
the cityscape in a panoptic sequence. I witnessed the active control of these cameras
for purposes other than identifying traffic
jams. The cameras would move from a wide
angle position overseeing multiple lanes to
a focused, isolated view of a vehicle or pedestrian. I labeled images that represented
a perspective shift, behavior I learned to
expect from the cameras. I named this phenomenon panoptic turn.

As other patterns emerged, I made note of
them. I started labeling images of Corrections buses, which appeared daily on the
Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. These vehicles
could easily be mistaken for school buses if it
weren’t for their explicit departmental branding. Blue letters spelled out their ominous
purpose: “Corrections.” I had known about
Corrections. I’d seen the buses in person and
had even caught one preserved on Google
Street View months earlier.

IMG_0343.PNG
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Screen Shot 2019-03-17 at 4.23.47 PM.png

I had also witnessed the criminal legal system as a Courtwatch volunteer, reporting on
arraignments at the Brooklyn and Queens
courthouses. I would listen closely for the
essential facts of each arraigned (demographics, docket number, charge, bail, and
case outcome) and enter this information on
Courtwatch forms. My volunteer work, which
consisted of data entry, matched the clerical
tone of the courthouse. It paled in comparison to the work of public defenders. I don’t
believe that my presence in the arraignment
rooms helped to bring about justice. It did
help me to rescale the sense of crisis as a
young professional, and to recognize the
greater tyranny of administrative violence.

My archive of traffic images showed the
carceral state in motion, in its routine, and
through the apparatus of surveillance. Panoptic turns represented the state’s vision,
and Correction buses were an extension of it.
The images revealed the courtroom’s consequences, spread geographically. I needed to
share the images and talk about them. In the
community kitchen at the residency, I confided in Mindy, a seasoned writer. I wished
my films weren’t so rooted in voyeurism, and
moreover that they might do something for
others—like the public defenders helping
their clients at arraignments. She suggested
that my films could help in a different way,
then vented about the latest obstacle in the
plot of her novel. I was glad to have a home
with other artists that month. Even as I struggled to make sense of my practice, the other
residents took me seriously.

IMG_0703.JPG

queens_criminal_court.JPG

CorrectionsBusContracts.png
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At the end of June, I had only a rough mockup
of Expwy, a two-channel video installation
framing my archive of Corrections buses and
panoptic turns. I completed and exhibited
the piece during my first month at RISD.
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saw some shit, same as yesterday and the day before.pdf
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By sharing and discussing the images, and
reprinting them here, I aim to call out patterns
of police violence and extreme counter-insurgency. I think these sequences present an important, alternative view from dominant media
narratives that co-opt and temper the message
of radical movements, feed on moral panic, and
fail at holding power accountable. The news
machine delivers swift stories, sensationalizing
the latest events while barely pausing to reflect.
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I am still making sense of my image archive
from Summer 2020. This collection has begun
to age, like all material I acquire through web
scraping, and maybe a lesson or a story will
emerge with time. This was a violent summer,
begun when police killed George Floyd in
Minneapolis. I stepped out of my apartment
one June day to find my neighborhood, and
my school, boarded in plywood.
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Since Expwy and Ground Truth, I’ve continued to collect material from traffic cameras.
I consider the processing and interpretation
of these images to be central to my artistic
research. The pictures affected me, challenging me to speak and act. I want to access truth
from different angles, and counter the fantasy
that surveillance applies a fair, rational gaze
over the crowd.
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I’m looking to catch the truths before they are
packaged for television. Between March 30th
and June 7th, NYPD arrested 2,087² protesters.
As seen from traffic cameras on the Brooklyn Bridge, police appeared in riot gear, with
excessive backup, to apprehend protestors
biking in car lanes.
2. https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/2020-nypd-report.pdf
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In July, a temporary autonomous zone was
established downtown, near the Brooklyn
Bridge entrance, and this became a battleground between citizens and police. Following public officials’ announcements that
they would not be taking measures to defund
NYPD, as VOCAL and other groups demanded,
protesters occupied parks near City Hall. Free
Black Radicals started referring to the site as
Abolition square. It was an organizing ground,
with resources for political education and
mutual aid, and a place to hold speak-outs
against police violence.
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Camera 14, usually facing the entrance of the
Brooklyn Bridge pedestrian path, revealed
itself to be surprisingly mobile and flexible in
its scope. During the course of the park’s occupation by protesters, camera 14 routinely
scanned Abolition square and its occupiers.
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On July 15th, four officers were injured on the
Bridge, and thirty-seven people were arrested.
I found no official tally of the protestors hurt
that day. NYPD twisted the narrative on violence by tweeting photos of injured officers.³
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3. https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/nypd-chief-cops-hurtprotesters-clash-brooklyn-bridge-71801402
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Camera 14 went offline after around 10:23
am on the 15th. For days, it was just frozen on an image from 10:22:46 AM. When I
checked on the 26th, it showed an error message “This camera is being serviced”.
When the camera feed went blank,
the struggle continued.
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ADAPTERS FOR
THE PRESENT

rainbox_still.png
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Parallel to my development of web scraping
as a filmmaking method, I began making
objects that perform in real time. Hacking
hardware offered a new way to merge video
and sculpture, two mediums I worked in but
hadn’t quite integrated. I think of these works
as devices because electricity activates them.
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I had to work through a new series of problems: holding screens, boards, and cables
in the right place. Although the doctrines of
engineering escaped me, I was determined
to have electrical current flowing through my
work, so I tried and failed, or succeeded irrationally. The process is inevitably mystical
because I approach the tasks of an electrician
from the standpoint of an experimental filmmaker. While my labors are often concealed
in the work’s final form, I find joy in making
devices through Frankenstein combinations.
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Car backup cameras and monitors with RCA
connectors enabled my first experiments with
live video display. This was an important development in my practice because it allowed
me to think about video through its mediating
hardware. Present Engine and Image Echo
Chamber display images without keeping
them. They place live-ness on a pedestal,
generating feedback loops between camera
and screen. By reconfiguring apparatuses of
supervision into generative displays, I present
inverted systems, which make abstract images suggestive of mechanical introspection.
The moving images hint at the mysterious
inner world of the display—shifting shapes of
liquid crystals.
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LENS IN RAIN BOX
Exposure to fluid will void a warranty for
most optical products, made to protect a
sensor. But, if you fill a vessel with water, you
have yourself a lens.
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Rain Box contains a lens with features activated by water. A clear tube, extending from
the acrylic box containing a Raspberry Pi
Zero and camera module, collects rainfall. I
set up the device to take a photo every fifteen
seconds, and left it out on Weybosset Street
as it rained. Over the course of several hours,
rainwater filled the tube and dramatically
altered the pictures. The cinematic result of
this exercise was a timelapse that featured
the gradual transformation of a lens by water.
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Screen Shot 2019-12-14 at 8.11.30 PM.png
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LENS IN CHECKPOINT 005
The lens began as molten glass, which,
through a group effort, we ladled from a glory
hole, poured, cut, pressed, removed, and
cooked in an annealer for two days.
I designed the mold’s negative space in a 3D
model. In the preview window on my screen,
the graphite block lacked substance. Its wireframe, a rectangular volume defined by eight
points, hovered over a grid. I drew a sphere,
then moved it into and through the rectangle.
I exploded the original shapes, then reconstructed them by joining only the curves
within the zone representing graphite. The
model looked smooth in Rhino.
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Software translated the coordinates, tool
paths, and cut settings into G-Code, lines of
letters and numbers legible to the CNC router
as a set of instructions. My first machining
operation was “roughing” with a quarter
inch bit. The bit’s spinning and digging into a
graphite block, clamped in place with an improvised fixture plate, translated the process
back to me through the grating tunes of high
speed steel. Through earplugs, I listened to
its constant whine, moving into higher pitches with each descent along the Z axis. After
this first pass, the graphite had a spiraling
void resembling the work of termites. The
second and third passes, done with a smaller
bit, carved out a negative space more closely
approximating the dome in my 3D model.
Forgoing a fourth “clean-up” pass, I let the
mold retain the paths of its making.
The cast glass domes looked like rough
gemstones. They bent and shaped light in
a dazzling way, thanks to the roughness of
my mold. I trimmed the sharp edges but
didn’t polish the glass. The pictures taken
by Checkpoint 005, which used one of these
glass casts as a lens, were distorted like I
wanted them to be.
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FALSE
BEACONS
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The dioptric lens, invented by Augustin
Fresnel in the 1820s, was first installed in
lighthouses as a life-saving measure. Its basic
form is a glass bull’s-eye, with concentric circles like steps. This lens, bending light from a
single source, could transmit signals through
the fog and across long distances. The French
installed them at Cordouan lighthouse in
1823. Within that decade, the British, Irish,
and Scottish adopted dioptric systems for
lighthouses on their own shores and colonies
overseas. Fresnel’s invention, a canonical
achievement of Enlightenment optics,
assured that rapid maritime expansion
would follow.
In a treatise from 1859, physicist David
Brewster presents dioptric lighting as an unequivocal success. He asserts that the lights
“will be hailed on every shore as beacons of
mercy to the seafaring world.”⁴

4. p38, “On the Life-Boat, the Lightning Conductor, and the
Lighthouse” (1859, David Brewster)

As clockwork turns the lighthouse lens,
beams flash intermittently through an array
of prisms and colored filters. Sailors find and
decrypt these illuminated signals. The apparatus, piercing through the darkness, resembles the red and blue flashers on police cars.
An 1850 paper from the British House of
Commons bears the title “Statement of what
measures have been adopted respecting the
Erection, Management and Superintendence
of Lighthouses in the British Colonies and
Possessions.” This document begins, like
many of its kind, with a description of perils
at sea. The text presents colonial lighthouses
as valuable aids in a great logistical challenge.
It includes a letter from Hume, who argues
that a department ought to be established,
to facilitate the exchange of messages among
globally dispersed officers. Channeled
through an administrative center, naval communications could produce a “mass of information” useful for navigating the sprawling
empire.⁵

5. p17, “Statement of what measures have been adopted
respecting the Erection, Management and Superintendence of
Lighthouses in the British Colonies and Possessions.” (1850,
The House of Commons.)
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It is tempting to romanticize the beacon.
Nevertheless, repetitive stories emphasizing
salvation obscure the role of lighthouses in
colonial projects. Important gentlemen of the
19th century wax lyrical about sacrifices and
treacherous voyages, but their stories mask
another treachery, which spawns from the
idolatry of light.
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These documents on colonial lighthouses seem
to reiterate the same ideology—that Western
men can use their inventions, their bright
lights, to triumph over nature’s tempests, and
to establish control over foreign lands and
people. Resistance is missing from most published accounts about lighthouses. Suppose the
people already inhabiting Bermuda, Jamaica,
Singapore, and other “possessions” opposed
the will of British sailors, to see and reach
their coasts safely? When seen from below, the
spinning light appears neither picturesque nor
romantic, but malicious. False beacons become
inscribed in history, and intentional erasures
smooth out contradictions in the enlightenment fetish, which persists today.
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Soon after its incorporation in lighthouses,
the fresnel lens found roles in other niches
of modern life: railway signal lanterns and
police beacons. I walk through Providence
and notice small beacons everywhere. I see
light fixtures with red lenses beneath the
bridges. Blue emergency lamps line the
campuses. I pass under flickering street
lights in Kennedy Plaza and recognize the
surveillance cameras conveniently attached.
The flashing lights of police cars glare—
piercing through the night, and through my
windows. Even when I’m home, I feel constantly surrounded by and reminded of their
presence. Spreading light without warmth,
the beacons won’t protect us.
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EXPWY
September 2019
Two-channel video installation
Rear-view mirror monitors,
wood, and acrylic
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PRESENT
ENGINE
October 2019
Sculpture with live video
Backup camera, LCD display module,
wood, and acrylic
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RAIN
BOX
December 2019
Device and video
Acrylic, tube, Raspberry Pi Zero and camera
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GROUND
TRUTH
December 2019
Video installation
Concrete, aluminum post, acrylic, and LCDs
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IMAGE
ECHO
CHAMBER
February 2020
Sculpture with live two-channel video
Wood, acrylic, LCDs, and cameras
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WIND
LABS
May 2020
Kinetic sculptures
Wire, level bubble, computer blower fans,
pan/tilt mechanisms, and servo motors
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CHECKPOINT
005
October 2020
Outdoor sculpture with live video
Aluminum case, cast glass, acrylic,
can, wood, Raspberry Pi with camera
and display
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FALSE
BEACONS
FALSE BEACONS
December 2020
Sculptures and video installation
Vintage glass fresnel lens and LCD.
Cast wax, glycerine, copal, and rosin lenses.
Revolving beacon with AC motor.
LIGHT CAGES
April 2021
Vintage light cages, pushbutton lenses,
reflectors, glass globes, MDF, foam,
bearings and DC motors
BEAM SPLITTER
April 2021
Cardboard cylinders, aluminum foil, cans,
cast glass lenses, shutter glass, dowels,
wire, and hardware
MERCURY BATH
(BACKWARDS REVOLUTION)
April 2021
3D printed PLA components, foam,
miniature revolving lighthouse with
AC motor and plastic fresnel lenses
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